Gait Retraining Consult

• Would you like your dog to be able to trot instead of amble or pace?

• Would you like your obedience dog to trot instead of pace during obedience heeling exercises?

• Would you like to increase your dog’s reach and drive and its ability to single track in the conformation ring?

• Knowing that the trot is the best gait for canine conditioning, would you like to be able to take a walk with your dog always trotting at your side, no matter how slowly you saunter along?

• Would you like to learn an easy way to build your dog’s whole-body strength and coordination to move his performance in any activity up a notch?

It’s easy! You can accomplish all of these things with one gait training consult!

In the horse world, no one would consider competing with an animal that doesn’t know how to gait. Yet we do that with dogs all the time. Luckily, it turns out that gait training is pretty simple. All it requires is about 5 minutes a day and a little consistency on your part.

This consult can be conducted in person or on the internet after Chris has viewed videos of your dog. Internet consults are performed on computer using a program that allows parties to view each other and make drawings/diagrams to illustrate the exercises.

If you are interested in scheduling a Gait Retraining Consult, please contact Chris by email at cz@caninesports.com and she will send you a request for information and instructions on what she will need you to include in your video so that she can learn about your dog prior to the consult. The cost for this consult is $350.00, which includes any necessary follow up conversations on gait.